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2 Collectors Set to Swap Rare Stamps
By MATTHEW HEALEY NOV. 2, 2005

In a swap reminiscent of childhood trades of years past, a block of four rare United
States airmail error stamps worth nearly $3 million is to be traded today for a stamp
that is equally rare and far more obscure. With the trade, the block's owner, the bond
investor Bill Gross, will finish what is believed to be the first complete collection of
19th-century United States stamps ever assembled.

"This trade is the most exciting thing to happen in the hobby in over a decade,"
said Charles Shreve, the stamp dealer and auctioneer who arranged it. "Not even the
Smithsonian's National Postal Museum in Washington has one of everything."

Mr. Gross, chief investment officer of the fund company Pimco, was traveling
yesterday and could not be reached, Mr. Shreve said.

In an interview last year with Linn's Stamp News, the leading hobby
publication, Mr. Gross described his award-winning collection as a relaxing hobby,
not an investment. The four stamps he is trading today are a block of the famous
24-cent airmail stamps from 1918 that are known to collectors as the Inverted Jenny
because the Curtiss JN-4 biplane depicted in the center was accidentally printed
upside down.

Though some other Inverted Jenny stamps exist, Mr. Gross's block -- known as
the Inverted Jenny plate block -- is the only one showing a marginal printing plate
number, also produced inverted. He bought the block anonymously at auction on
Oct. 19 for $2.97 million (including the 10 percent buyer's premium).
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The prize for which he is trading it is a rare 1-cent Z-grill, a blue stamp depicting
Benjamin Franklin that was issued in 1868 and is so named because of an
experimental security grill, pressed into the back, whose purpose was to bar reuse by
keeping the cancellation from being washed off. It belongs to Donald Sundman,
president of the Mystic Stamp Company of Camden, N.Y.

"The Z-grill is like the Hope Diamond of American philately," said Mr.
Sundman, whose company sells stamps to beginners and advanced collectors alike.

There is only one other copy of the Z-grill known, bequeathed to the New York
Public Library with the collection of Benjamin K. Miller, who died in 1928. The
library has not shown its Z-grill publicly in several decades because of safety
concerns but plans to show it at the National Postal Museum beginning next May.
The exhibit is to coincide with the Washington 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition,
where part of Mr. Gross's own collection will be shown. Mr. Sundman said he would
also show the Inverted Jenny plate block at his company's booth at the international
exhibition.

Mr. Sundman bought his Z-grill at auction in 1998 for $935,000, a record price
for a single American stamp. With today's trade, its value implicitly jumps to $2.97
million, the amount paid for the Inverted Jenny block two weeks ago. That is a
world-record price for any stamp, surpassing the $2.2 million paid in 1996 for a
unique Swedish stamp known as the Treskilling Yellow.

"These are both extraordinary items with a unique place in history," Wilson
Hulme, the curator of philately at the National Postal Museum, said of the rarities
being traded today. Of the Z-grill, Mr. Hulme said: "Perhaps only a thousand were
produced. At the time, 1 cent was the rate for circulars, so most of them were
discarded."
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